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Abstract. The three attributions of products, the four stories, the ten feelings
and the six experiences are important items in HCI or service design. The three
attributions of products: usefulness, usable-ness and desirableness, the four
stories: historical story, newest story, fictitious story and actual story, the ten
feelings: joy, familiarity, surprising, satisfaction, lovely, longing, expectation,
com-fort, interest, impression, experience: experience of obtaining something,
unusual experience, experience of getting something after doing tasks, experi-
ence of getting convenience, experience of longing for something, experience of
feeling through the five senses. These items are integrated into a basic or applied
UX-Story system diagram. These relationship are clarified and UX designer or
engineer can construct a flame of UX design or service design.
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1 Introduction

UX (User Experience) and story are now very important items for constructing UI. ISO
has been examining UX to apply in Human Centered Design. The reasons why UX and
story become to be important in manufacturing are that users want to have a good
experience and sympathize the story included in products or GUI and so on. They are
satisfied by not only functions but also experience and story.

When people moved up to self-actualization needs of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
or become rich, they seem to sympathize products or GUI by UX or story in order to
fulfill the self-actualization needs.

This paper shows method to construct UX and story in HCI or Service design.

2 Study 1

2.1 Purpose

When we usually experienced, we got a feeling through a sensation. As the elements of
UX are sensations and feelings, the combinations of them are important parts to
construct UX. The combinations are examined in study 1.
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2.2 Method

As six kinds of user experience were extracted [1, 2], 42 respondents from 20’s to 70’s
were asked to fill out questionnaires.

The questionnaires are as follows.

• What is your experience regarding experience of obtaining something such as
purchasing, unusual experience, experience of getting something after doing tasks,
experience of getting convenience, experience of longing for something, and
experience of feeling through the five senses.

• What kinds of feeling such as joy, surprise and excitement do you get from the
experiences.

2.3 Results and Discussion

206 experiences and 75 keywords related to feeling were extracted (Tables 1 and 2).

75 keywords were classified and finally 15 keyword were selected.
15 keywords: Joy, love, expectation, interest, excitement, enjoyment, relief, delight,

astonishment, impression, accomplishment, satisfaction, comfort, gratitude, interest.

3 Data Analysis

The data were analyzed from viewpoint of relations between experiences and feeling.
The relations between experiences and feeling were shown in Fig. 1.

The strong relation of the six experiences and feeling are as follows.

• Experience of obtaining something: Joy, expectation, delight, excitement,
satisfaction.

• Unusual experience: Joy, surprising, astonishment.
• Experience of getting something after doing tasks: Joy, accomplishment, satisfac-

tion, comfort.

Table 1. 206 experiences

Respondents Experiences Feeling Note

No. 31 I bought Sony’s RX-1 camera. Feeling of stir
No. 31 I went to Finland Excited feeling

Table 2. Keywords (adjective)

Joy Feeling of stir Excitement Satisfaction

Enjoyment Sense of superiority Respect Fortune
Novelty Open feeling Relief –
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• Experience of getting convenience: Joy, surprising.
• Experience of longing for something: expectation.
• Experience of feeling through the five senses: Joy, surprising, excitement,

satisfaction.

4 Study 2

4.1 Purpose

As we usually feel stories in Starbucks, Ace hotel, Clif bar and REI, we feel sympathy
for objects. The relation among three aspects of product, four stories and ten feelings
are clarified in this chapter.

4.2 Method

• The three aspects of product, four stories and ten feelings are as follows.

– Three attributions of products: Usefulness, usableness and desirableness
– Four stories: Historical story, newest story, fictitious story and actual story
– Ten feelings: Joy, familiarity, surprising, satisfaction, lovely, longing, expectation,

comfort, interest, impression (Table 5).

• 62 respondents from 20’s to 80’s were asked to connect lines among the three as-
pects of product, the four stories and the ten feelings.

Fig. 1. Relations between experiences of obtaining something and feeling (Bold line means
strong tie).
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4.3 Results and Discussion

(a) The relations between the three aspects of product and the four stories are shown
in Table 3.

(b) The relations between the four stories and the ten feelings are shown in Table 4.

(c) The relations between the three aspects of product and the four stories were
analyzed by correspondence analysis and cluster analysis.

• First group: historical story, fictitious story and desirableness.
• Second group: newest story, actual story, usefulness and usableness.

(d) The relations between the four stories and the ten feelings were analyzed by
correspondence analysis and cluster analysis.

• First group: historical story, lovely, longing.
• Second group: fictitious story, impression, interest and joy.
• Third group: newest story, expectation, surprising.
• Fourth group: actual story, familiarity, comfort and satisfaction.

Table 3. The relations between the three attributions of product and the four stories

Historical story Newest story Fictitious story Actual story

Usefulness 12 36 2 34
Usableness 13 20 1 46
Desirableness 42 19 41 11

Table 4. The relations between the four stories and the ten feelings

joy familiarity surprising satisfaction lovely
historical 

story
11 25 10 15 19

newest story 16 1 36 17 0
fictitious 

story
21 7 15 5 14

actual story 10 29 1 29 7

longing expectation comfort interest impression
historical 

story
28 11 11 6 16

newest story 13 27 7 12 15
fictitious 

story
21 15 3 27 25

actual story 3 13 35 8 6
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5 The Relation Among the Four Aspects

5.1 The Four Aspects

The four aspect previously described are as shown below.

• The three attributions of products: Usefulness, usableness and desirableness
• The four stories: Historical story, newest story, fictitious story and actual story
• The ten feelings: joy, familiarity, surprising, satisfaction, lovely, longing, expec-

tation, comfort, interest, impression
• The six experiences:

– experience of obtaining something such as purchasing
– unusual experience
– experience of getting something after doing tasks
– experience of getting convenience
– experience of longing for something
– experience of feeling through the five senses.

5.2 The Relation Among the Four Aspects

The data previously described in Sects. 3 and 4 were integrated into UX-Story system
diagram (Fig. 2). As 15 feelings in UX and 10 feelings in story are examined, the 10
feelings are selected as the common feelings.

5.3 How to Use the UX-Story System Diagram

When UX designers design HCI designs, service design or product designs, they can
construct designs with UX or story as shown below.

• Designers plan to imagine feeling of HCI, service design or products based on the
concept of them.

• They can select keywords of feelings in the basic or applied UX-Story system dia-
gram according to the feeling of HCI, service design or products.

• They select the attribution of product (usefulness, usableness and desirableness)
which are suitable for the feelings based on the concept.

• The UX or story are decided based on the attribution.

5.4 Examples Using the UX-Story System Diagram

– How does a hospital receive a high evaluation?
When it has good equipment as an actual story, the actual story is selected
according to the UX-Story system diagram. As the actual story can connect
experience of get-ting convenience with familiarity and satisfaction easily.
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Fig. 2. Applied UX-Story system diagram based on the results of study 1, 2
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– The usableness of a GUI design connects UX (experience of getting something after
doing tasks) with feelings (satisfaction and comfort).

6 Summary

The three attributions of products, the four stories, the ten feelings and the six experi-
ences are important items in HCI or service design, and integrated into an UX-Story
system diagram. These relationship are clarified and UX designer or engineer can
construct a flame of UX design or service design.

• 3 attributions of products: usefulness, usableness and desirableness.
• 4 stories: Historical story, newest story, fictitious story and actual story.
• 10 feelings: joy, familiarity, surprising, satisfaction, lovely, longing, expectation,

comfort, interest, impression.
• 6 experience: experience of obtaining something, unusual experience, experience of

getting something after doing tasks, experience of getting convenience, experience
of longing for something, experience of feeling through the five senses.

The procedure to construct UX or Story is as follows.

• Designers plan to imagine feeling of HCI, service design or products based on the
concept of them.

• They can select keywords of feelings in the basic or applied UX-Story system
diagram according to the feeling of HCI, service design or products.

• They select the attribution of product (usefulness, usableness and desirableness)
which are suitable for the feelings based on the concept.

• The UX or story are decided based on the attribution.

Table 5. Basic UX-Story system diagram

Product Story Feeling Experience

1. Usefulness
2. Usableness
3. Desirableness

1. Historical story
2. Newest story
3. Fictitious story
4. Actual story

1. Joy
2. Familiarity
3. Surprising
4. Satisfaction
5. Lovely
6. Longing
7. Expectation
8. Comfort,
9. Interest,
10. Impression

1. Experience of obtaining something
2. Unusual experience
3. Experience of getting something after doing tasks
4. Experience of getting convenience
5. Experience of longing for something
6. Experience of feeling through the five senses
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